should
annual E&O certificates and other specific registration-related
documents related to your association with Private Client Services.
may also

non-registered and
registered individual.

with changes

Other retail
communications include but notwithstanding physical or online advertisements, static portions
social media profiles (About Us/Bios), newsletters, general market commentaries, or other
communications intended to be distributed or made available to 25 or more recipients within 30
days.

 Effective 1/4/2021, documents submitted via Docupace (i.e. Customer Account Form,
Purchase Form, BD Changes, LOA's, other PCS related Account Forms, etc) are no longer
required to be maintained separately in the representative's or branch's client files. However,
client documents pertaining to activities prior to 1/4/2021 or later which are not in Docupace,
should continue to be maintained and available for inspection. This includes historical or new
items which would be considered part of a working client file, if not available in Docupace
including:
-Dated/detailed client meeting notes – maintained physically or electronically (i.e. CRM)
-Research related to recommendations (Reg BI material support) if not available in Docupace
-If applicable, copies of checks, policy delivery receipts or other written instructions.

13. Due Diligence File - If recommendations of general securities (i.e. stocks) are made then: two sources of
credible documentation used to solicit those stock trades should be maintained which may include research reports,
news/industry publications or other reputable public sources AND a list of persons you have solicited for those stock
trades.
14. Compliance File
 Effective 1/4/2021, items which are not already maintained in their own electronic namesake disclosure
folder within Docupace (i.e. Outside Business Activities Disclosures, Personal Investment Account
Disclosures, etc), should be maintained within the representative's or branch's central Compliance File.
Items which aren't separately maintained in Docupace which should be maintained in the Compliance File
would include PCS Office Inspection letters, Regulatory Audits/Inquiries, Compliance-related
correspondence addressed to you, etc.
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20. *

Retail Communication File (Formerly Advertising)
Complaint File
Correspondence File (
Due Diligence File (If recommendations of general securities are made)
Compliance File

* olders with above disclosures/documents
C

within

continue to
You may maintain compliance-related folders and documents on Docupace outside of the above list of required central files.

